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Chasse moves on
by Greg Nemrow
Pat
Chasse, former
Director .
of
Student
Activities *and recently
appointed Associate Dean of
Students in charge of
housing will resign on No\ \
in order to continue unspecified academic interests.
"We hate to see him go,
He's done a lot of good
things for Colby," said
Dean Smith. Chasse, who
effectively vacated two
positions this fall , will be
here long enough to orient a
new Director of Student
Activities since that search
is almost completed.
But now a new search
committee will be formed to
select an Associate Dean of
Students, In the meantime.
Smith hopes to appoint an
acting dean, hopefully from
Colby, because he said that
there isn't enough time
before Nov . 1 to find and
hire a capable replacement.
Both sudents and faculty
will be on the committee.
Described
as
a
"Renaissance Man" by
Dean Seitzinger, Chasse is a
botanist and landscape
designer, a goldsmith, a
printmaker ,
an
avid
traveller 'and an administrator. "I feel a real
loss, but we understand ho
wants to move on an d do
other things," she said,
Chasse, who came h ere
from IJMO in 1077, whore he
was Assistant Dean for
Activities, h asn '-t made
many firm plans concerning

his future yet due to his
recent hectic schedule. He
said he does plan to travel
abroa d and use Maine as a
home base for awhile.
Saying he preferred Colby
to UMO, Chasse indicated
he might like to return in
the future because he feels
more affection for the
students here and thinks
Colby has a lot of potential
even though he believed
that the school is too much
of an "ivory tower" at
present.
"I think my needs might
be met more from a
teaching
angle,"
he
theorized. "Academic life is
very seductive j in many
ways good and bad. " He
explained that it was hard
for him to get pinned down
to any one thing too long if
it didn 't allow him room to
¦do
things.
other
Though he liked his job
here, and was surprised by
his recent promotion he said
that his options to pursue
his other interests' hadn 't
been changed. Being a dean
was a challenge for him,
but it involved, no change in
his work format.
Additionally, he stressed
the fact that administrative
positions in academia
require almost a yearround presence and do not
offer the same vacations or
academic freedoms that
teaching dees, So for the
present, he . will either
continue to travel about at
will or commence work on
receiving his master's
degree in botany. ""¦

by Greg Nemrow
Each club's funds were pared to just under the levels
that they all required to run without outside fungroup
budget
allocations
will
be
The 1981-82 Stu-A
made public now only upon request to Stu-A treasurer draising.
Becca Badger, due in part, she said, to bad feelings
"Almost every single cut I didn't want to make," said
generated among certain students and faculty by large,
Badger, who.acknowledged that there had been no fat to
unexpected budget cuts made this fall.
trim from the budgets to begin with. At least four clubs
The budget problems arose as a result of
miscalculations by two Stu-A treasurers, the special didn't submit budget requests and are not expected to
receive any Stu-A Funds this year. In addition, one of
needs of several clubs and the results of inflation on a
Colby 's four publications, probably the Pequod or the
fixed Stu-A budget.,
Free Will, will not be published this year.
The Board of Trustees voted to give Stu-A $102,500 this
Badger also said that it's "highly unlikely that any
year, the same as last year. However, Stu-A had a
more money will come out of the Stu-A meetings." This
sizeable surplus to dole out last year to the clubs, and
former treasurer Skip Neville purposely gave clubs referred to the meetings held yesterday where clubs
were permitted to appeal their appropriations to the Stumore money than he thought they would spend, since
A board.
under newly required spending rules he expected many
One course of action she, Neville and Krasnigor are
of them to have unused funds.
undertaking
is the publishing of a new treasurers '
though,
most
clubs
had
spent
spring
end
of
the
At the
all of their money, and because many clubs received . manual which, will be given to every groups' treasurers
in order to teach them better fiscal responsibility. She
bills over the summer that they hadn't accounted for ,
also recently held a general budget informational
Stu-A found itself in debt this fall.
meeting to explain the situation to them.
This situation was only worsened by the fact that
Badger is most concerned that some students and one
special large appropriations had been guaranteed for
the WMHB changeover to 100 watts and to the Wood- or two faculty members refuse to accept the situation,
noting that some people were still complaining to her
smen's Club so that the 1982 Woodsmens' Competition
about last spring 's temporary and outdated allocation
for the Northeast could be held here.
sheets. "The clubs do have to realize that the entire
Additionally, Badger made a calculating error in the
temporary budget allocations distributed to the clubs Stu-A1 association is on a very tight budget. It was
something we didn't enjoy doing, " she said about the
last spring. Thus, this error, coupled with WMHB and
the Woodsmens special appropriations, placed the Stu- cuts.
Badger now wants to downplay this year 's unfortunate
A treasury $7,000 in debt.
budget squeeze because of the "hassling " she had
Immediately , the Stu-A budget committee, consisting
received so far. She said that she would be glad to
of Badger, Sam Staley, Laurie Avery, Tom Stahl, Keith
Krasnigor, Chris Marshall and Ann Teidemann agreed discuss the situation with anyone during her office hours
which are posted in Roberts.
that all clubs would have to have their funding reduced.

IFC Club in j eopardy

by John Collins

Interfraternity
Social
Club stickers went on sale
this week in the dining
halls, and according to one
fraternity member it will be
"business as usual for the
IFC" this year. However, if
the Student Affairs Committee has its way, then the
social club may be a thing
of the past.
Last Tuesday, Stu-A sent
a proposal to the Student
Affairs Committee concerning the Residential Life
Council that could possibly
jeopardize the existence of
tho Inter-Fraternity Council
(IPC) social club. If approved
by
the
administration
and
the
Student Affairs Committee
the Residential Life Council
would conceivably coordinate, social events involving the whole student
body.
Stu:A Executive Chairman Greg Kecnan stated
that "I would like our
proposal to succeed in the
interest of integrating the
whole campus." He also
said that tills proposed

council is intended to be an
alternative and not a
competitor with the IFC.
However, he hoped that the
IFC would
be "incorporated"
into
the
Residential Life Council.
IFC Chairman Brian
McPherson said that he is
open to any, alternatives
that the students might
want and does not feel tha t
the IFC social club would be
hurt by the proposed
council. "We're a popular
alternative," McPherson
claimed, "We give the
students what they want."
He stated that "the IFC will
work with the council, if i t
is approved, but we ref use
to work under ( the council). "
Presently, tne cost of
getting the IFC sticker
required for admittance to
the IFC parties is fifteen
dollars and the cost of the
proposed council's parties
would be around five
dollars , This would require
that everyone pay extra in
the tuition 's general fee.
McPherson explained that
to make the IFC social club
work, it needed the

cooperation of the students.
He admitted tha t the
"We were criticized by Residential Life Council
some
students
for would be an alternative that
dominating the social life," students could use.
said McPherson.
continued on Page 4
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Volunteer campa ign has positive future

Air New England
Flying to and from Waterville on Air New
England may become a thing of the past, as
Cleveland-based Wright Air Lines announced on
September 23 that it planned to acquire ANE for $10
million. The deal was approved by the main
stockholders of both small airlines, but final terms
and effects of the takeover won't be completed for
more than a month.
ANE's 1980 sales were $28 million, or three times
has suffered
that of Wright's; but the "airline
financial losses for years and has abandoned nine
cities since 1979.

Con vocation on Dlov. 9

A. M. Rosenthal, executive editor of the New
York Times, will accept the Elijah Parish Lovejoy
Award on Nov . 9 at 8 p.m. in Roberts Union.
Rosenthal is the third member of the Times to
win the award since its inception in 1952. The
award is given in memory of the 1826 Colby
graduate of the same name who was killed by an
Dlinois mob in 1837 for his editorial stands against
slavery.
s

500 p aren ts attend

During Upperclass Parents Weekend at Colby on
Sept. 25-27, about 500 parents participated in the
scheduled activites which included a tour of the
Heights, a talk by President Cotter, a reception in
the Museum of Art and a bookfair in Roberts.
Parents also partook of a special buffet dinner
and a bagel breakfast by Colby Hillel on Sunday
morning. Many sporting events were also held on
Saturday.

She 'll read pri ze-winner

Susan Kenney, an assistant professor of English
recently won
whose short story "Facing Front"
will
give
a reading
the prestigious O. Henry award,
of the piece on Thursday, October 8, in t he new
Heights' community room. The story concerns the
relationship of a daughter to her emotionally
troubled mother.
Founded in 1877, the Echo is published weekly, \
except during vacation and examination periods, by
the students of Colby College. All correspondence,
should be addressed to tlie Editor , Colby Echo,
Colby College, Waterville, Me. 04901. The Echo is
represented by the College Advertising Service and
the National Educational Advertising Service, Inc.
for national advertising. Entered as second class
mail at Waterville, Me. 04901. Subscriptions are
available at $8.00 per year.
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educational branch of the '' Mr.
who Engineering said
McCaskill,
that
drive. They will provide a helped raise $52 million for "Colby has a lot going for
'
Colby College's Capital communication link bet- Vassar College and $20 itself." He also feels that
ween
the
campaign
"1 have positive feelings
Drive Campaign, a branch
and
the million for the University of about Colby's future fund
of the Board of Trustees organization
Michigan
School
of raising possibilities."
and
the
Development students.
Committee, was founded
last year to raise money for
the Endowment Fund , for
the construction projects
and for new equipment that
the administration has
planned for the Colby
community. So far, the
results have been impressive.
The campaign's most
visible accomplishment is
the proj ected $6.7 million
library
addition
and
renovation project, which is
part of the final goal of $20
million, which the campaign
is expecting to raise over a
five year period.
Quimby *E. McCaskill,
Consultant Vice-President
of Brakeley, John Price
Jones Inc., with 15 years of
fund raising experience is
running the drive's office.
He said that "This campaign was a new venture for
Colby." He stressed the
fact that the campaign's
leadership and workers are
all volunteers.
Capital drive Campaign Counsel
confers with General Chairman H.
'The giving will be done on
Quimby E. (Tim) McCaskill (right) Ridgley Bullock.
a predominently individual
basis, " said McCaskill,"by
the alumni, parents and
friends of Colby College ."
The Steering Committee,
which includes President
Cotter as a memb er , will be
responsible for any Foundation giving.
The funds raised will be
by Richard Rangoon
activities of the Parents Administration's
presenused partly for such items
Association.
ta t ions , student activities
as new computer equipThe Executive Committee
special performances, and
ment, electron microscopes ,
of
the
Colby
Parents
special times for visiting
ener gy
conservat ion
Alexander
outlined
the
Association,
a
body
the campus should be
measures and utility work,
playing field expansion and designed to give Colby three goals which she and changed and if so, how.
i mprovement ,
and
the parents a role in sh aping the committee are worki n g
upgrading and expansion of campus life for their sons toward ! They want to be
they want
and daughters, has un- sure that . parents are to Additionally,
th e women 's locker room.
encourage
p
eople to
enough
inThe major portion of the dergone some important receiving
contribute
to
Colby'
s Annua l
f ormat ion a b out lif e at
money will be put into the changes this year.
Fund
by
sending
out
Endowment Fund, which The biggest difference Colby, an d are considering appeals for donations.
helps fund student financial between t his an d th e sending out a pamphlet
Colby
Parents
parent's associat ions of called
aid.
Association
Newsletter.
previous
years
is
that
Among the oth er issues
The
Student
Liaison
Cotter
h as
discussed at the first
Committee , headed by Greg President
an
adKeenan an d Matt Figel, will designated
They also want to im- meetin g of the Executive
Pam
act
primarily as an m in istrator ,
Parent's Weeken ds, Committee held last Friday
Alexander , to oversee th e prove
Plans ,
because th ey'd like to nigh t were Jan
determ ine if the balance lighting on campus, the lack
continuedon Pa ge6 »
between
the
by -Ashley Lasbury

Colby Parents Association
seeks an increased role
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Conven i ently located in the Concourse
Telep hone 872-7162 Hours. 8*5:30 MonsSat,

CARL'S for Flowers " i

Phone: 872-5504 !
; 1 Clark Street
4
Waterville , Maine 04901
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Women's Studies come to Colby
by Jennifer Julian

Wom en 's Stud ies

devoted to analyzing the new range of human exmultifaceted dimensions of , pression, and it's about time
Maine now boasts its first women's experience, in- that was done."
Women's Studies program, cludes courses from five
The
organization
of
coordinated at Colby by departments , as well as Women's Studies courses
associate professors Phyllis several independent study into an interdisciplinary
Mannocchi and Marilyn projects. A Jan Pan forum program offers new opMavrinac.
for independent research portunities for expansion,
and
inMannocchi and Mavrinac, will be part Of the in- recognition
volvement. Said Mannochi,
both associated with the terdisciplinary
study
in reference to the new
Maine Commission for
status of Women's Studies
Women, and active in many program this year as well.
of the issues concerning
Senior Kam
McCully, as an interdisciplinary
recognize
the who has been . involved in program ' 'We're being
women,
invited to meetings we've
significance
and
im :
plications .of - having a women's studies here, as never b :en invited to
Women's Studies Program well as in an internship with before. "
at Colby.
"It is the the
Working
Women's
Many of the courses in the
Studies
Women's
Rights Project of the Maine program
have
gained
Program," said Mannocchi, Civil
Liberties
Union recognition and
popularity
"which harbor? the greatest
possibilities for change in comments, "It's really within the Colby comthe curriculum; Women's important to rediscover tha t munity, and Mannocchi
potential
for
Studies don't just concern part of our culture involving foresees
expansion
beyond
Colby.
women, but all issues which women, because .otherwise
influence people and effect we're leaving half of the "What we could work for
culture out. The Women's would be a consortium of
societal change."
The program , which is Studies Program opens up a Women's Studies hrvolving
the
community, Bates,
Bowdoin and other Maine
colleges."

Co o r d i n a t o r

Phyl l i s M a n n o c c h i

True Merit Award

ATO wins presti gious national award
by Tobey Brnett
In August at Alpha Tau
Omega's 60th National
Congress in Philadelphia ,
Colby's
ATO
chapter
received the "True Merit"
Award. The prize was a
sizeable silver bowl which
Colby won over thirty-three
other semi-finalists.
The True Merit Award
was judge d on the basis of
"membership recruitment,
education,
scholarship,
social services, public
relations,
publications,
general a d ministration and
campus and f raternity
activities. " ATO maintains
a
good
proportional
recruitment of pledges, and,
though presently only fourth
among the Colby frats in
academic averages, it does
exceed the all-school and
all-male
academic ,
averages.
In the area of- social
serv ices, ATO has held
blood drives and helped
organize and time Waterville 's Tr iathalon which is a
f oot , bike, and cande race
fo r th e Pine Tree Society
for Crippled Children and
Adults. Their publications
inc lude "The Phoenix," a
leaflet that ATO sends to its
alumni,
General
administration
'

I
'
.

'

¦

refers to the actual running
of the house, which has
recently been renovated. As
far as activities go, several
brothers are RA's, HR's,
team captains and members
of
the -Student
Association.
Although only one chapter
member is required by the
national organization to
attend th e congress, Colby
was represented by five.
The ATO National covered
hotel, travel and food expenses f or Presid ent Don

McLaughan.
ATO s we w on it , said President
Prudential
Committee, McLaughlan. He commented
composed of both alumni
and
present
brothers, that the award helped prove
that the fraternity has
allocated funds so that Joe finally fully recovered from
Viger, Fritz Canby, Al
Arevald and David Strage its slump of the early 70's.
He did not think the award
could also participate.
will have much of an effect
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will
be
"She
missed...especially by me.
Her consid eration of oth ers ,
administrative capabilities,
and invaluable experience
has made us a very approachable
office
and
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helped me greatly."
At present Ms. Keller has
no specific plans for
retirement, except that sh e
plans
to
remain in
Waterville, She summed up
h er long career h ere very
briefly , "They've been very
rewarding years for meTve been glad to see Colby
grow and prosper."

followed Dr. Strider as his
secretary w h en h e was
appointed president, and
remained on to serve w i th
President Cotter in 1979.
Ms. Keller's absence will
be noticed by many
members of the college
community,
including
President Cotter who said,

I Mlii

j
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door," recognized ManThe
innocchi. .
council ,
terdisciplinary
Professor
headed
by
Teitenberg,
Thomas
demonstrated
complete
support when the idea of an
Interdisciplinary Women 's
was
Studies
Program
presented.
Surrounded by an aura of
energy and support , the
Women's Studies Program
continues
to
grow.
predicted
"Someday,"
Mannocchi, "people will
come to Colby College to
study in the Women ' s
Program. It will be one of
the best things Colby has to
offer ."
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*
on the decision of future ^
b^^
pledges or the opinions of ' * *
fraternity opponents. But B^BBaY
th e brothers, he said,
remain justifiably proud of
their accomplishment.

Strage incidentally, won a
National Honorable Mention
for the Harry L. Bird Pro
Awards, also presented at
the congress.
"We're really happy that

Keller reti res after 23 years
"I've seen a lot of Colby
history take shape over the
y ears ," said Mildred Keller,
retiring y esterday af ter
twenty-three years as the
college 's Secretary to th e
President.
ft
Ms. Keller arrived at
Colby in 1958 and was then
Secretar y to th e Dean of
Faculty Robert Strider. She
reca ll ed th at at the time,
"Lovejoy was just a hole in
th e ground, and since Eustis
had n't been built, the adm inistration offices were in
Miller Library ." L ater , she

The college has a history
of
emphasizing
issues
concerning women at Colby,
according to Mavrinac, who
is presently researching
women in Colby History.

"Colby has a great tradition
of women ; women who
were not simply here , but
who were vigorously here.
I don't think we've emphasized it enough," she
said.
The present day -Women 's
Studies program owes its
existence to the enthusiasm
and support of many of
Colby's faculty and staff.
"It was Charlie Basset!
who let Women 's Studies
into the curriculum through
the
American
Studies
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the lost ark"
uncovers
Duke expedition
by Linda C. Baron
"July. 2nd was an exciting day and clearly marks the
most important archaeological discovery in which I
have shared," said Professor Thomas R.W. Longstaff
commenting on the day he and a team from Duke
University discovered the first known Ark of the
Covenant dating from ancient Palastine.
This was not the mythical Ark that Indiana Jones
pursued in the popular film, "Raiders of the Lost Ark,"
but a genuine ark or portion thereof.
"Even though only the uppermost portion survived,
this is the first intact Ark of the Covenant that has been
recovered from ancient remains,"" Dr. Eric Meyers, a
Puke professor and project director - - said in an announcement made jointly by Duke and the American
Schools of Oriental Research iri Cambridge, Mass. on
the return of the expedition.
Longstaff was the senior staff member on the project
and was the archaeological field supervisor in the area
when the rare ark was found.
The ark of this summer's movie was an instrument of
power, -, and he who possessed it would be invincible in
battle. The ark of the Old Testament was quite another
matter. An ornate gold-plated chest, according to
scriptural accounts, it supposedly contained the stone
tablets of the Law or the Ten Commandments that
Moses brought down from Mount Sinai to the people of

P r o f e s s o r Lee ,F ei gon

From Mainland China to China,Maine
by Jennifer Beever
"This past year in China
has tremendously enriched
by my teaching,"/,, said
Professor Lee Feigon, who

Keep Red Gross
read y.

returned to Colby and to his
home in China, Maine this
fall
after
extensive
research, travel, and work
with his family in the
mainland capital of Beijing.
Feigon says that his
proficiency in the Chinese
language
has
been
enhanced, and that he has
gained
an
intimate
knowledge of aspects of
Chinese society and culture
that only first hand experience can provide.
Feigon, who heads the
East Asian Studies department, received a Fulbright-
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Hays research grant with
which he subsequently
completed the first study
ever made of Chen DuXill,
originator
of
China's
Communist Part y.
Research was difficult,
to
Feigon,
according
because much of the
relevant information was
destroyed when Duxiu was
expelled from the communist party in 1929 for
opposing Stalinist doctrines.
Many of the existing
documents — were either
marked "internal" or were
owned by private sources
and had never been accessible to scholars before
Feigon.
An associate in East
Asian research at Harvard
University, Feigon hopes to

have his work published by
Princeton Press.
While
her
husband
researched, Leanne Feigon
taught English at the
Diplomatic
School
in
The Feigons
Beihing.
traveled extensively in
Western China during the
month of .January.
The Feigon family returns
to the United States accompanied by Yon Li Sun, a
student from the People's
Republic of China, who
plans to attend Colby as a
fall-time student for the
His
next four years.
knowledge and perspective
will be an asset to Colby,
expecially, says
and,
Feigon, to the East Asian
Studies Department.
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Israel.
The Israelites often carried the ark into battle, which
may have given rise to the legend of its power. In later
centuries, after the original ark disappeared, arks kept
in synagogues held the Pentateuch, the first five books
of the Torah or Old Testament.
Besides its functional purpose of preserving the books,
the arks symbolically represented a place, of divine
presence and were kept i behind a curtain in the Holy of
Holies of the temple. They were exhibited to the people
once a year on Yom Kippur or the Day of Atonement.'
The newly-discovered portion, made of white
limestone and weighing more than one -half ton, was
found at the site of En Nabratein in Upper Galilee. The
ark featured two rampant lions standing astride a
gabled roof and a scallop shell with a place for the
eternal light of Jewish and Christian tradition.
The discovery was found buried in the prayer platform of a structure built over an earlier synagogue that
had been baidly damaged in an earthquake in 306, A.D.
"The placement of the ark shows how much succeeding
generations venerated it," Longstaff said.
Although the earlier building could not be used, the
ark was kept in the most sacred part of the new
building,'" he said. Longstaff said that in addition to the
synagogue housing the Ark, an earlier 2nd-3rd century
A.D. broadhouse synagogue was found beneath the
remains of the later structure.
A broadhouse is a building whose sacredly ornamented wall faced Jerusalem and was longer than the
side walls. This contrasted to the traditional sacred
orientation of a bascilica on the short side.
"This building represents the earliest broadhouse
synagogue ever discovered in ancient Palestine and
dates to the period just after the Bar Kokhba Wars with
Rome in 135 A.D., making it also the earliest Galilean
synagogue recovered to date," Longstaff added.
Other significant findings of the 1981 expedition included a rich deposit of animal sculpture and a building
more than 38 yards long which was probably a
trading depot for storage and sale , of Galilean
specialities such as olive oil and wine.
Prof . Longstaff will be offering an introductory course
in field archaeology the second semester of this year.
The course will concentrate on theory and principles of
excavation from the beginning of February until the
weather turns better.
At that time students will begin to lay out and to
excavate one of the several possible archaeological sites
on the Colby campus.
Longstaff is excited about the course and about the
prospect of contributing to a better understanding of
Mayflower Hill before the relocation of the College.

#

I FC social club

(continued f ro mpa g eIf
However, he felt tha t the the latters' votes wilr acIFC Social Club will not tually be only a half =vote
fade away if the council which Keenan claimed is
proposal is accepted by the "more democratic. "
administration
because U I. don't think it's a good
people still look to the frats compromise,"
said
for some kind of social life. McPherson. Although the
If the proposal is found fraternities make up only
favorable, Keenan said that one-third of the school, he
it would be implemented said that the activities and
right away. He,, made it events that™ occur in the
clear that there are funds to school are very actively
support the activities of the supported by the fraterCouncil and no fee would be nities and that for any
added to the tuition this social event or activity that
year. The council would be does occur , the frats should
represented by the Head have more to say than
Resident from each dorm allowed in the proposal.
and one representative from Keenan claimed that the
each
fraternity
and IFC social club is in "fear
sorority, but that each of of losing its independence."

Al Corey
\
\Music Center J

\
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Cultural director sees changes
by Leqn St. Laurent
Colby 's new director of
Intercultural
Activites,
Charles
Randriamasimanana, recently
assumed the post vacated
by Peter Jordan this fall.
Fresh from co-chairing at
USC an d UCLA's departLinguistics,
ments of
Randriamasimanana comes
to Colby with a backing in
teaching English as a
foreign
language
and
French as well. At USC he
demonstrated accessibility
and friendliness in counselling both foreign and
American students.
His office, which replaces
the previous department of
Cultural Affairs, will help
"multi-cultural" sets of
people blend into mainstream America.
Randriamasimamama
comcoming
mented,"People

Director of In tercultura l Activities
Charles Randriamasimanana

President Cotter
speaks to parents
As Colby presidents have
done for many autumn
Saturdays past, President
Cottor addressed the upperclass
parents
on
Saturday morning during
Parents
Upperclass
Weekend, and this year's
speech impressed them;
Colby . College,"is¦-¦ yours
as well as your childrens' "
he began, and he proceeded
to compare fall to "Spring
in the academic world,"in
which the minds of the
Colby students would be
nourished, enriched, and
Would begin to bloomHe' cited four challenges
to Higher Education, including a demographic
decline, inflation's effect oil
faculty
the
salaries,
resulting gaps from tuition
paid to the school's cost per
student, the . industrial vs.
salary
professorial
inequalities and the reduced
federal aid due to Reaganomics, but he illistrated to
the parents that Colby was
welf prepared and doing
well. Susan Kenney of the
English department, he
said , wrote a short story
that was jud ged this year's
best in the Doubleday &
Co.'s 0. Henry competition.
Additionally,
Change
magazine, announced Colby
as having the one of the five
best economics departments
in New England along with
Dartmouth ,
Williams,
Wesleyan arid Amherst.
Cotter acknowledged that
mp CWby ^en dowment Has
b^en;*hamBere^l »in . refa tfon f

to similar colleges due to
the construction of a
completely new campus
within the last 30 years, but
he maintained that the
endowment
remained
strong.
Recruiting, he said, has
been stepped up since the
start of his tenure, and with
positive results. Today,
with 35 per cent of the
student body coming from
outside of New England,
Colby is 10 per cent closer
to the desired 40 - 60 New
England
Non-New
England student ratio than
two years ago.
Another topic broached
successfully was housing.
Cotter reported that high on
Mayflower Hill, overlooking
the infirmary , the Heights
was finished ahead of
schedule this fall, effectively alleviating Colby's
recurring housing shortage.
Cotter invited the parents to
stroll down the halls at any
time during the weekend.
The speech ended with a
synopsis of the new libra ry
statistics. Specifically it
will be doubled in size and
will have a price tag of $6.7
million, and will open fo;
the academ e year of 1983,
after a shuffling of services
nGxt year ¦ from the old
mM< ; ." . ., , • ., .„-, .
, Several questions were
• asked at the speech's finish
including one regarding
v administrative
procedures.
Cotter , with a smile, of fered
the chairmanship of : tho
Board of Trustees to, the

from
a
multi-cultural
background may have
problems adjusting. I'm
here to identify potential
problems and to help solve
them; however American
students are not barred
from my office. I will also
have
tasks
in
Administration as well as
coordinating intercultural
activities."
One goal he already has
in mind would be to set up
workshops
where
individuals could exchange
ideas on various topics,
each with a different perspective, to help the groups
participating.
More importantly, he
wants to improve the
relationship between his
office, the faculty, students
and administration. "The
interaction of the faculty
and students determines the

Educational Comimtte
discusses Colby policies
by Sarah LickDyke
The Educational Policy Committee, chaired by Dean
of Faculty and Colby newcomer Paul Dorain, spent
most of its Sept. 22nd meeting discussing a more efficient organizational plan to facilitate the handling of
new course proposals and course evaluation; investigations into the impact of the present credit JanPlan policy on regular semester course offerings and
academic dishonesty at Colby.
One issue was assigned to others concerned with it
though. The EPC is dissatisfied with the present basic
flexible credit system on the grounds that it is "inconsistent, anomalous and invidious, not to mention
confusing. " So a proposal on the future of this system
will be handed to the faculty for their October 7th
meeting.
The committee agreed that its major goal this year is
to consider and redefine the basic philosophy behind
Colby 's educational policies, and to solidify the direction
that these and future policies should take. Three subcommittees have been designated to handle specific
problems and decisions, while the EPC as a whole will
focus on the broad question of policy goals. No specific
action on any issue was undertaken at the meeting
although responsibilities were finalized for the subcommittees.
continued on Pa ge 6

power base of my office,"he
said.
Randriamasimanana hasn't
had any problem getting to
meet people. "With 10 or 15
students per day coming
into my office,"he noted,
"I've no problem getting
acquainted. I could listen to
people for hours.
The
administrative people help
me with procedures, and
members of • the faculty
have stopped by for talks. "
People are interested in
cultures, he thinks, and with
clubs like the French Table
and International Relations
connected to his office, he
doesn't foresee any apathy
from the student body.
With regards to funding,
Randriamasimanana
believes that there is
usually not enough for the
many ideas and suggestions
of the students. Compared

to last year, his office will
receive about the same
amount of funding.
He discussed why he left
California after 6 yea'rs ,
saying,"Intercultural
Activities appeal to me and
tie into my studies. First, it
is the other side of the
arguement of language.
I've studied gr ammar and
syntax and now the cultural
side of language. Second ,
I'm a
Post- Doctoral
scholar at UCLA studying
American culture. Third , I
intend on teaching a
course,'American System s
of Higher Education,' in my
native Madagascar.'"
Charles holds a Ph.d.
in
Linguistics
and
specializes in Malaysian ,
Polynesian, and Romanticlanguages. Also, he is
currently doing language
research work with MIT.

Career Calend ar
Thursday , October 1st

Dartmouth College-

Amos Tuck Sch ool

of Business Administration
Friday . October 2nd

Princeton Univer sitvWoodrow Wilson
School of Pu b lic
and In t ernational

Affairs

Monday , October 5th

Vermont Law School
Pace Unive rs it y Law

School
Tuesday, October 6th

Duke University-

Friday, October 9th

Rochester UniversityMBA Pro gram
Syracuse Univers ityMBA Pro gram

MBA Program
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• Parents Association

continued from Page2
of women's sports events on Once changes have been
past parent's weekends and proposed by the parents,
better dates for parent's Alexander
will
claim
weekends.
responsibility for deter-

mining whether or not they
are feasible, and if they are,
for initiating the necessary
processes to enact them .

It's a Hot Spot
For Guys and Gals
Visit the

You will find the right
th ings at the rig ht p rice !
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^ Comp lete Selection of
Rugged Outerwear by
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AND....

if you don 't mind alittle name dropping:

Arrow Shirte -Diiofold- Lord J eff
IZOD LaCoste -Cheenos-Flor sheim
and MORE of EVERYTHING !

LEVINE ' S

The Store For Men and Boys
Downtown Waterville
Where You Can Always Kibbitz W ith
Lud y ' 21
Pacy '27
Howard '40

The Executive Committee
of the Parents Association
is composed of 26 parents
who were chosen on the
basis of their interest shown
in the Administrations '
efforts to provide a valuable
experience for students at
Colby.
Care was taken to provide
good
geographic
representation, and all
classes are represented,
although the bulk of the
parents are those of
sophomores and freshmen.
Roberta
Peters
is
currently honory chairperson of the Association,
and the executive chairperson is scheduled to be
chosen soon , probably this
week.
Two more meetings of the
committee will be held this
year, one during winter and
one in the spring.

Parents ' Couci l Coordinator .
Pam Alexander

$ EPC discussions

continued f r om Pa ge5
In short their proposal
discusses the division of
credit courses as; including
or leading to both theory,
appropriate
history,
ipractive or performance.
The
performance
and
practical activities courses

will not include theory or
history, b ut must " grow out
of and are related to
courses that can count for
rigraduation, "
and
therefore
require
prerequisites
The faculty will also

HAMLI
N'S
BEVERAGE BARN
I Old Mil 12oz |
Bar Bottle s
$6.99
Bus ch 12 oz
Bar Bo ttles
$7.50
Miller 12 12oz
Cans

$3. 99l?eg. $5.69
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consider the limit of 15
flexible pass - fail credit
hours and a limit of 15
performance and practical
activity credits. It will also
discuss whether a pass
should be defined as a C- or
D-. The EPC feels that this
question should be voted on
by the faculty independently
of the other proposals on
basic - flexible credits.
The subcommittee for
course evaluation will deal
with the mechanics of
Its
educational policy.
members will be responsible for examining the
nature of courses offered,
approving newly proposed
ones, and assigning the
number of credit hours
allowed. Thus far it has
accepted Professor Sandy
Maisel's proposed Jan-Plan
in Isra el.
~
The
Jan-Plan
policy
subcommittee
will
be
c ond uct ing an ext ens i ve
examination of the effects
that the year-old Jan-Plan
for credit will have on
regul ar semester cour se
offerings since teachers as
well as students are now
able lo apply credits earned
during January to their
yearly requirements. As a
resu lt , fewer teachers and
courses will be available
during the rest of the year,
The EPC special subcommittee
hopes
to
determine to what extent
the full semesters will be
altere d, iri which departments , and to what end .
The Academic Dishonesty
Committee includes nonEPC members, and w i ll
of
pro be
i nci d ences
academic dishonesty at
Colby, If it discovers that
cheating and plagiarism are
a serious probjem then it
will designate steps to
remedy the situation, The
Academic Honesty . Commitlee is also working on
establishing an Honor Code
'
at Colby.

Announcements
PORTLAND CONCERT ASSOCIATION announces that
subscriptions for their 1981-82 series of performances
are now on sale. For brochure, write or call the Portland Concert Association at 142 High St., Portland, ME
04101 - 772-8630.

OPEN HOUSE for freshmen and transfer students interested in the Education department will be held in
Eustis 203 on Tuesday, Oct. 6 from 4-4:45 p.m.

DR. MARGUETA K. HILL will sponsor a one day
session on grantsmanship at UMO's Hilltop Conference
Center. "How to Find Grant Money: You Can Do It,"
begins at 9 a.m. on Thursday, Nov. 12 and there is a $50
fee which includes lunch and instructional material.
Registrations should be sent to UMO Conferences .and
Institutes Division, 126 College Ave., Orono by Nov. 5.

A FICTION READING by Susan Kenney of her prize

winnin g short story "Facing Front" will take place at 8
p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 8 in the community room of the
Heights.

PEACE CORPS tepresentauves will be on campus in
Roberts Union from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. on October 15 to
conduct interviews. Contact Career Planning or call
collect 617-223-6366.

Classifieds
it 's your birthday today and fhe campus
and all of Waterville want you
to have a good time , Go wild,
huh?
' Greg N.

There will be a working meeting of the Waterville
Area Clergy and Laity Concerned on Monday, October 5,
at 7 p.m. in the Hurd Room, 2nd floor of Roberts Union
to clan activities for World Food Day on October 16 and
for FreezeWeek, November 29 through December 5.
Freeze Week is part of a national campaign by many
organizations to call a halt to the nuclear arms race. At
this time, the campaign is focusing on gathering
signatures on a petition to the presidents of the USSR
and the US "to adopt an immediate, mutual freeze on
all further testing, production and deployment of
nuclear weapons and of missiles and new aircraft
designed primarily to deliver nuclear weapons."
All interested people are cordially "invited to attend
the meeting.

EXHIBITION and sale of art reproductions by
Imaginus, Inc. will be held from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. on
Wednesday, Oct. 7 at DKE.

LECTURE ON ELECTRONIC- AND BRASS MUSIC by
Otto Luening will be held from 4:30-5:30 p.m. on Friday,
Oct. 2 in Given Auditorium. A recital will follow at 8:30
p.m.

FALL FOLIAGE DAYS continue through Sunday, Oct. 4
in the Rangely Lakes region. Call 207-864-5571 for information.
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Cy ndy Sepuiveda,

¦

Looking for student with car to
transport an Oak-Grove Coburn
student to Colby next Monday ,
Wednesday and Friday.
You
must pick up student at OakGrove at 11 a.m. and transport
back after Ms class at 12:20.
Willing to pay $5 each day.
Also , person needed on a
regular basis. Contact Adelaide
Lalime during the day at 8730621 , ext . 335 or in the evening
923-3611.
. $20 reward is being offered for
trie return of a brown Colby
notebook with Economics 231
written on it. Please call x457
or 873-5841 if found and ask for
Tom.
/WCD. - whoever said "out of
sight, out of mind" was a
purblind,
dim-witted,
shortsighted fool...
PART TIME WORK...Earn extra
money
around
your
busy
schedule marketing products
from nutrition oriented company. Earn as little or as much '
as you want sharing In a low
key format. Full training and
free
sales
aids . available.
Contact ; Barb O'Haitoran, call
collect 549-5768
Paperback
open - The
Now
Exchange Pine Acre s Mall JFK
Highway. Come In and trade
two for one or purchase for 30
cents each
^
To those four wild Foss females,
Amy,
Cyndy,
Judy
and
Monlque: Don 't sleep through
too many classes this year and
remember yourBeantown pals ,

Dionne
Warwi ck
says:

" Get -your
blood into w
circulation .
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More p lays than ever thisf a l l
by Derek S. Tarson

r

Powder and Wig president Dave Worster
(photo by Jane Sullivan}

"More shows this year" is
the major change in Powder
and Wig, says its president
Dave Worster. ^'Last year,
we did only four or five
shows, including the oneacts festival, and this year
we're doing closer to nine
shows." The reason for this,
according to Dave, is that
"there are more people
qualified to direct and there
is really more of an interest" as seen by the
"number of people who
show up for tryouts. With a
greater number of shows,
we're expecting a greater
number of people to be
involved."
Another change is the
renovation of the Cellar
Theatre. This includes a
new lighting system, a vast
improvement
over
the
method used last year of
clamping the lights to the
ceiling. The theatre has

EXHIBITION
AND SALE oi

FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS

also been painted a nice
dark blue which is good for
lighting and better " 'for
sound." There are also
permanent new riser&fbr the
chairs, as opposed to setting
a few platforms up on the
night of performance. "In
short, everything down
there has been temporary .
It's been a room we could
use to put on shows, if we
wanted to, and now it's
more of a permanent
theatre location that we can
use constantly."
When asked about his own
upcoming show , Charley 's
Aunt, Dave said, "it's a
comic farce much along the
same lines in tone as
Arsenic and Old Lace; and
like any other farce, it's
basically an extended chase
scene, with people running
after each other for various
reasons. It's fast-moving,
colorful , and should be a
funny show.
I highly
recommend it." He added
that it will be produced on
Homecoming
Weekend,
although he was unsure of
the times. "I'm too concerned with getting my
actors to rehearsa ls on
t ime," he joked, "to wor ry
about things like that just
yet."
Next on the Powder and
Wig schedule is P.S. Your
Cat is Dead, by James
Kirkwood, directed by Scott
Soph os and Ross Brennan,
and performed in the newly

"*W.e
renovated cellar.
haven't gotten our own
chairs yet, but aside from
that the place will be fully
renovated."
The show after that will
be Ten Little Indians, by
Agatha Christie, directed by
Lisa Smith . It's the only
fall show that hasn 't been
cast yet. Tryouts will be
October 4.
It will be

Colby ettes^ Eig ht
in season debut
by Dennis Fisher
Last Saturday night at
8:00 a student concert was
held in Given Auditorium,
featuring two college vocal
groups, the Colbyettes and
the Colby eight. The two
groups gave an informal
cappela performance of
about an h our ,. singing to a
capacity audienc e which
included many visiting
Colby parents.
After an introduction by
Dean
Gillespie,
the
Colbyettes sang a wide
variety of songs ranging
f rom "Lullaby to Broadway "
to
"Calfornia
Dreaming ."
The eight
women performed songs
which were mostly from the

_<2Sr^reetfe^_.
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40's and 50's, but with some
classical and more recent
songs.
The Colby Eight appeared
next.
There were only
seven of them that night,
but on some of the numbers
they filled out the octet with
a visiting parent who had
been a member years ago.
One of the singers, Dan
Crocker, described their
style as mainly "50's, dowati and corner singing."
\Each group gave a
wonderful performance , not
even considering that they
have had only two weeks to
rehearse.
The audience
loved them, and even called
the 'eight back on stage for
an encore.
The 'ettes ar e Bar bara
Leonard, Sally. Lovegren ,
Nora
Putnam ,
Emily
Batchelder, Sue Palmer,
Debbie Homes, Dawna
Eastman ,
M aure en,
Hagerty,
and
Laura
Gagliano.
The 'eight appearing were
©an
Croc ker ,
John
Hallowell, Jeff Johansen.
Jeff Vogt, William C.
Bowers , David Fanger, and
pavid Casey.
;j
t*
'.

Coffeeho use

Impressionists, The Group of
WEDS. OCT. 7 Seven,Woodland Indian and

9am-5pm

produced during Freshman
Parents Weekend, midway
through November.
The . .. last show this
semester will be Ruddigore
by Gilbert and Sullivan. It
will be produced at the
Opera House downtown on
the
weekend
before
Thanksgiving.
As Dave said, "There's a
lot going on."
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Ind ian dance rs grace Strider Theater
Dy Anne M. Phaneuf
Burnt incense and dim
candlelight evidenced a
magical dance experience
before the curtain even rose
in Strider theater on
Wednesday, September 23..
When it did rise, J[ndrani,
dancing "GeetamT* transported the audience to the
distant, ancient world of
classical Indian dance. As
complex as a foreign
language, the dance's intricacies were clarified by
Sukanya, who gave a brief
explanation of their history
and meaning. Illustrative
hand gestures and facial
expressions date back to
15O0 B;C. when dance was
used as a part of ritual
worship in order to please
the gods. Such sentiments
as the "romantic, heroic,
astonishment, anger, and
tranquility" are expressed
in the ornate vocabulary of
movement.
f rolickingat the Shell
Adorned
in
brilliant
(photo by Sarah Stevens) oranges, yellows, and reds,

I

Bluegra sson greengrass
bluegrass enthusiasts with- Bluegrass Festival. As for
drew from the shell as the sunshine, we can only
eagerly as one leaves a hope bluegrass remains in
Perhaps the gods prefer dream for the buzz of an as
high a favor with the
jood,
knee-slapping
alarm clock. Needless to gods as it will with the
bluegrass to the soulful say everyone looks forward Colby community.
melody of the lute or notes to the
Third Annual
af a shepherd' s pipe.
Judging from the brilliant
sunshine and blue skies last
Saturday at the Gould
Music Shell, it did seem as
if the gods ! were smiling
upon Colby College's Second
Annual Bluegrass Festival.
Blanket or no blanket,
parents, students, children
and dogs stretched out on
/
jjj ^KuBlaBkia ^B^B^B^BHH
v^^ B^B^B^B^HL P**H ^9JWM
tu|li ^B^^^^^^^^^
H
the grass and soaked up
song and sun alike. Many
"^^ Bm
people devoted to Bluegrass
^m\\\mmmmmm\\mmm\r9F
^LV
^^^ *Vf aF ^^^S^ **^^HHR ^ ^
music claimed their stake
at the festival's outset while
curious passers-by found
th e event a 'pleasant respi te
from football and soccer
scores. Three main groups
provided the afternoon's
selection of music. The
Fort Knox Volunteers appeared first and kicked off
the afternoon in proper
^B»* ,
—\tNHm *t V.Vh W.\^L^
'^m
I I
^ ^miiMtk
form. A couple of hours
,ater , they were relieved by
'he energetic Fred Pike and
Company who carried on
JB The YonrWoa 1964 and Tho Battle
the "fiddhV" and "stemPin '" to the audience's and
« own
delight.
Following third and last in
order was White Mountain
Bluegrass with Mac and
Hazel McGee providing the
late
afternoon
en1pm
SAT. & SUN.
tertainment.
Sissy Spacek, Shelley Duvall in Alt manV
There was no tickettaking and the audience was
3 WOMEN
not swept by, a .polite hush
when the musicians got
underway.. But there wore
yelps and plenty of handclapping and, if there was a'
proper
garb, It war*
barefeet, bandanas, and
Wsbees. When the afUllllliTllllBl
a^BWaiAha^BBlilllllllll
ternoon ) wjpre; vand the
by Anne M, Phaneuf

HELL ON WHEELS!

Indrani £.nd her daughter, since she was a very young Indrani explains, "brings
Sukanya , wore rows of bells girl. Later, she studied at beauty to all with his
around their ankles. Used the Ecole des Beaux Arts dancing, and evil is
Most
as instru ments, the bells and then returned to New destroyed. "
¦were functional as well as York where she accepted a delightful, perhaps, -was the
decorative, and each of the scholarship to study with last rhythmic pure dancedancers' steps contributed a Martha Graham.
fne only number both
beat to Ihe music. Even
The Colby audience was women danced together.
long
braid treated to nine dance This
piece
Sukanya's
captivating
became a prop to describe numbers depicting a buf- epitomized the splendor
the character's flirtatious falo-headed demon, a Frog which
consistent
was
behavior. These elements Princess,
the
un- throughout Indrani's and
of the classical Indian conquerable
Goddess
Sukanya's two hour perdance, coupled with the Durga, and Krishna who, formance.
dancer's artistry, created a
whirlwind of dazzling color
and amazing precision.
¦Indrani and Sukanya are
able to conduct residency
programs teaching and
performing in schools and
colleges all over America
Electronic and Brass Music, a lecture by Otto
since they have been chosen
Luening, in Given Auditorium. Friday, 4:30-5:30
to participate in the
p.m.
National Endowment for the
Dance
Touring
Arts'
Recital of Electronic and Brass Music, by Otto
Program. The first dancer
Luening, in Given Auditorium. Friday, 8:30-10:30
to present certain classical
p.m.
dance styles outside of
s
India, Indrani has danced
Stu-A Film "Looking for Mr. Goodbar," Lovejoy
since the age of five and has
100. Fri. and Sat., 7 & 9:30 p.m. Admission.
performed
around the
world.
She has taught
Colby Music Associates Concert with Leon Bates,
Indian dance at Juliard,
pianist, in Given Auditorium. Sunday at 3:00 p.m.
Harvard, SUNY at PurAdmission.
chase, Brooklyn College,
Jacob's
Pillow
Dance
Reproductions of Quality Art. An exhibition and
Festival and New York
sale of "Imaginus" prints, at DKE. Wednesday, 9University.
5.
Recently, Sukanya danced
at the Edinburgh Festival in
Stu-A Film "The Turning Point," Lovejoy 100.
Scotland. Like her mother,
Wednesday , ? & 9:30 p.m. Admission.
Sukanya has been dancing
M i a m a *i m mf ^m^
^^ ^^m muBmmmmmmmmmmmmammmwmm iMmmtmm.miaMmmwa
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Sports

Colb y bows to top ranked Bab son 1-0 in 2 OT's
by Tom Nelson
*
The toughest and most
exciting men's soccer game of
the season took place last Saturday afternoon. Babson's
Beavers came to Colby with a number one rating in
Division 3 in New England, but narrowly escaped defeat
at the hands of a hungry and determined Colby squad.
From the opening moments to the closing seconds,
both teams battled relentlessly. However, tough defense
and superb goal tending marked the game's highlights.
In the first half of play, both teams looked impressive in
marching up the field, but neither was able to penetrate
or capitalize up close. Colby's sturdy defense held by
Timmy Gale, Doug Terp, Mike Sasner, Mike Schaffer
and Nick Norton may have even surprised itself by an
inspired performance.
The excitement and intensity heightened in the second
half. Jamie O'Neil's magnificent saves for Colby kept
the crowd buzzing. Time after time, Babson would
mount a strong attack but O'Neil seemed to read oncoming shots perfectly.
Despite being out-shot 27-10 by the end of the second
half , Colby in turn provided offensive opportunities, but
the Mules also weren't able to capitalize on their scoring
chances. As the clock ticked closer to the final seconds
both Babson and Colby struggled furiously to score the
first goal. However neither could.
Forced into overtime, both teams regrouped and took
the field once again. Colby appeared slightly lethargic
in the first half of overtime and Babson quickly took
advantage of this opportunity by scoring a goal at 1:15
of the first half of overtime.
The second half of overtime produced a startling
recGF\rery for the Mules. The entire team revived itself
and proceeded to out shoot Babson 6-0.
Colby's big opportunity come on a direct penalty kick
late in overtime^ Mike Schaffer blasted a shot towards
the upper right hand corner of the goal, but at the last
possible moment, the Beaver's goalie managed to get a
hand on the ball, deflecting it just inches over the cross
bar.
( Colby's offense refused to let up> and they quickly set
up another scoring attempt. A superb pass by Howie
Emmons to Dan Roy up close marked the last realistic
scoring opportunity for the Mules. Roy proceeded to
weave in and out of several Babson defenders, but once
again the alert goaltender stopped the attempt with a
sliding save.
Naturally disappointed with the loss, the Colby squad
still came off the field with a sense of great satisfaction.
Tri -captain Roy remarked,"! have never seen this
team play that well as a unit. If we continue to do so , I
see no reason to lose another game for the remainder of
the season."
Coach Mark Serdjenian also commetned that he was
delighted with the tremendous support his team
received from students and parents, and felt that this
was a major reason for his team's outstanding performance. He also noted, that he was pleased to see his
team could do well despite the absence of last
year's MVP, Pat Fortin.

Colby goalie Jamie O'Neil punches out a Babson shot.

(Photos by Jim Polk) j

Serdj enian leads Mu les to Renaissance
by John Tawa

He
is
charismatic,
charming, and witty. A
personable man, he does not
attract much attention when
he walks down the hallwayt
But what he's done for
Colby is enough to make
anyone turn their head. His
name is Mark /Serdjenian
and one more win will make
him the winningest soccer
coach in Colby history.
When he first came to
Colby in 1976, the men 's
soccer program had been
experiencing some poor
years.
"The Colby program had
been strong in the 60's,"
Serdjenian
said,"Then
came the dark ages. I like
to think of this era as the
Renaissance."

Women 's Soccer

Coach Serdjenia n

Renaissance indeed.
After a couple of rebuilding
years, Colby has had
winning seasons in each of
their last three years including
an
E.C.A.C.
Division 2 and 3 championship in 1978. A 1-0
double OT loss to defending
Division 3 National champ
Babson last week is an
indicator that this year's
team will be strong.
Serdjenian was a fine
soccer player in his own
right at Colby during the
early 70's. He did not start
playing soccer until he
came to Colby, but he
started every game at
goalkeeper
from
his
sophomore year on.
A third grade teacher
downtown, Mark took the
Colby coaching job parttime because he enjoys

working with men of the
caliber of Colby students.
"Seeing the kids' desire and
their willingness to work
hard to achieve a successful
season is most rewarding to
me, " Serdenian said.
Words of praise are
abundant for the former
Colby star and present
coach "He's an awesome
guy and a great coach, "
commented senior tricaptain Pat Fortin.
Tim Cross, another 1981
tri-captain; said of Serdjenian, "None of his
practices are boring. Each
has been an experience."
At practice or in a game,
the coach keeps the team in
top form , And-with Serdjenian at the helm, the
future of Colby soccer is
bright.

Mules find forei gn territor y hostile
by Cory H um phreys

New forwa rd Kwame Nkansah makes his
first
hom e appearance for Colby.
I

I

The • women's soccer
Mules played a tough week
of competition , beginning
with a 4-0 loss to Bowdoin
on the 23rd . The Mules
rallied to crush Curry
College of Boston 3-1 last
Saturday, but were beaten
by Bates 2-1 in overtime on
Monday. * This final close
match marked the third
away game in the Mule's
rigorous schedule.
Problems in the Mule 's
play were appa rent during
the Bowdoin game, but
improvement was evident
two days later in the Curry
match. Assistant coach Ken
Gagnon said that "Bowdoin
forced us to play their
game," but he asserted that

"Everything clicked in the
Curry game...We played as
a team. "
Senior tri-captain Jeffra
Becknell attributed the
greater success of the Curry
game too "... hustling
more,
We were more
psyched and played under
bette r conditions. "
In the Curry gam« Lesley
Melcher scored twice in the
fi rst half. Her first tally
was assisted by Linda
Churchill on the first goal,
while the second goal
resulted from a direct
penalty kick ta ken by
Melcher. Sarah Ghaptn
scored the third goal,
assisted by freshman Carol
Simon,
The Bates gome wont
worse for the Mulc& who had

problems scoring. Linda
Churchill scored the single
goal for Colby in the first
Bales finished the
half.
match by scoring in the
first ten minutes of overtime. Though the teams
matched
were
evenly
during the game, captain
Becknell stated that "We
weren't playing to our ful l
potential. We outshot them
30 to 6, but couldn 't get It in
the net."
Offensive weakness in the
Bates match resulted partly
from the sidelining injuries
of two valuable • front
linesmen, center forward
Sarah Chapin and wing
Marsha' Landau, Fullback
captain Mary Glenn was
also sidelined with injuries.
"It was the difference

between night and .day
between the Curry and
Bates game, " commented
assistant coach , Gagnon,
"with three starters.out and
everybody on the field was
dog tirjp d with no sub-,
stitutes ." .
It may have been a trying
week for the women soccer
Mules, but according to
captain Becknell,
"We
can 't wait to play Bates
again. We 've got something
to prove to them and to
ourselves."
The Mules will have their
chance . when they play
Tufts
University , this
Saturday,^ and Bates again
on Wednesday,
Both
matches are home games.
.. '
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¦Opening Day drudging:Football falls 31-2
by.'Arthur Jackson
Wesleyan 3i- Colby 2...Starring:the Wesleyan offense
and defense..-Cp-Starring:the entire Colby football
team-Extras:parents of Upperclassmen. Scene:a
beautiful fall day in everyone's favorite spot: Maine.
Special effects: bad breaks, interceptions, fumbles,
missed ' tackles and no Colby touchdowns. The game
was like a re-run of a bad movie. Colby's 1980 football
season all over again.
Colby's football team had hoped to start off the 1981
season with a bang, but instead it was Wesleyan's squad
that supplied the fireworks. Before a large Upperclass
Parent's Weekend crowd, Colby's team never seemed
to catch spark. Wesleyan's defense grabbed four interceptions and two fumbles in the second half while the
Colby defense often gave up the big play to the Cardinals.
"The coaches felt the team had to score early and
build our momentun,"said head coach Tom Kopp,"but
we didn't accomplish that. Wesleyan has strong personnel in their front lines and they beat us inside."
Instead of Colby scoring early, it was Wesleyan who
turned the trick. After the Cardinals got the ball on
Colby's 34 (Wesleyan had great field position all day)

two big plays propelled them into the end zone.
Wesleyan quarterback Mark Cramer first his Bob
Barringer for 12 yards and then connected with Pat
Costello for a 20 yard score. The first of Mike Zeller's
PAT's gave the Cardinals a 7-0 lead.
"We gave up too many big plays,"commented Kopp.
"Wesleyan gained almost 150 yards on 7 plays. On their
other 48 plays they gained only 78 yards."
The Mules biggest threat of the game came late in the
first quarter when Colby drove from their own four yard
line to Wesleyan's 25, Quarterback Tom Cone's 45 yard
bomb to speedy Dave Berno was the big play in the
march. Even though Wesleyan was called for pass interference on the play, Berno was able to make the
catch in full stride.
Freshmen Francis Kelly and Peter Dooling added
some fine running to the drive, but "Wesleyan's D stiffened and Colby came away with nothing.
Another bright spot for Colby in the first half was
John Crowley 's block ot a Cardinal punt which led to a
safety. Crowley flew an from the left side and deflected
the ball back towards tne wesieyan endzone. With four
Colby players in hot pursuit, the ball bounced around
the endzone and then through. If the ball had stayed in
play.Colby would surely have had six points but instead
they had to settle tor two. (a typical bad break for

Colby) . Wesleyan was then forced to punt from its own
20. However with the momentum now in Colby's hands
the offense was unable to cash in.
"Whenever you get a safety you should get a few
more points when your offense gets the ball,"stated
coach Kopp. "We didn't take advantage of the situation
and we lost our momentum."
"Crowlev and Tom McGillicuddy were our two
standouts on defense." added Kodd. McGillicuddy made
two touchdown saving interceptions and saved another
when ,he brought down Mike Giliberto atter GUioerto
had run 35 yards.
The second half was all Wesleyan. The Cardinals
outscored Colby 24-0, Wesleyan's defense limited
Colby's rushing offense to five net yards, and Colby
committed six turnovers.
"We put the ball up for grabs after we fell behind,"
said Kopp, "and it cost us some points. But if you lose
by 10 points or 20 it's still a loss."
Colby travels to
play Worcester Polytechnical
Institute this weekend. WPI is 2-0 and this game is their
home-coming. The Engineers appear to be stronger than
last year when they beat the Mules 7-5 at Colby.
However, that was a game Colby never should have lost.
Colby intercepted seven WPI passes and recovered two
fumbles, but had two touchdowns called back.

Field position ruins Mules
deep in their own territory .
Computed over the whole
Colby's lesson in field ballgame the average Colby
position from Wesleyan last offensive drive started an
Saturday was a painful and even 80 yards from the
thorough exercise.
The Cardinal's end zone.
Mules seemed constantly to
be running an uphill race.
Meanwhile, the Wesleyan
They were in the shoes of a offensive
drives
often
runner who had to sprint 100 started within a short pass
yards to his opponent's 50. of six points. Over half of
They were the slalom skier the Cardinal's 15 drives
who had to weave through started in Colby territory,
10 gates to his opponent's §. and all four of their scoring
drives (3 TD's and a 19 yd.
Because of an ineffecti ve field goal)
came after
offense and a poor special Colby had presented them
teams perf ormance, the with field position in Mule
Colby footballers always territory. On the average ,
were stuck deep in their Wesleyan's offense was on!;
own
territory while the 48 yards from the Colby
Cardinals were always goal line when they took ttv i
knocking on the door im- ball for a new offensive
by Don McMillan

(Photo by Jack Makiver)

Pass to Matt Maley
out of reach
as was the gam e for was
Colbv.

drive.
mediately upon gaining
One reason for the great
possession of the ball.
Colby bad tho ball 7 times disparity in field postition
in the first half. Not one of was Colby's poor spec ial
performance.
the drives began beyond team's
their qw/n 35. Four started Punter Matt Maley had
inside 'of their own 20. Even quite a workout with 10
an All-Pro offense would boots ot> Saturday. While
ha ve had a tough time his punts were traveling an
scoring with drives starting average of , 29.5 yards
this close to the shadow of downflejd the Wesleyan
punt team ef fectively was
their own goalposts,
In the second half , things blocking Colby downfield
did not improve for the old runners and the comhome team. Colby had the bination resulted in conball 9 times and all of these sistent Cardldnal runbacks.
dr ives once again started Colby's net punt yardage

was a mere 24 yards. While
Wesleyan's net average was
not excellent either they
never had to punt deep in
their own territory and
could afford to live with
aimed punts.
In addition, Wesleyan's
kickoff team dominated
Colby's kick receive team.
The Cardinals were fast and
disciplined
in
getting
downfield and they ran
through Colby's wedge,
which was often still in the
construction stage as the
Wesleyan defenders were
converging on the Colby
ball carrier.
The Colby offense's incapacity to get out of their
own territory was another
obvious cause for the lopsided field ©position results,
the Mules young personnel
just could not combine as a
unit and grind through the
traditionally
strong
Wesleyan front line. Colby
ran the ball 39 times for 43
yards in the game.
W hen QB Cone went to
th e air he was successf ul at
first, but tight coverage on
primary tar get Maley and
offensive line
faltering
protection lead to 3 Cone
intercept ions and one Tom
InterWalsh pickoff.
ceptions often result when
a team is forced to pass in a
catch up situation, and the
Colby passing squad could
not avoid them.

(Photo by Jack Makiver)

This was the story for QB Tom Cone and his offense on Saturday.
Cone did look sharp in the
first half , when he threaded
the needle on several occasions, including one
pinpoint 45 yard pass to
Dave Berno. But on the
whole, the off ense's . 138
total effort was impotent.
Put together a sub-par
off ense and below average
special teams and add
consistent horrible field
position and it' s no surprise
the Mules came up way
short.
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Men 's X-C wins No. 5......

1

by Rob Baldwin

Rugby Roughs

The men's cross-country team gained another victory
this weekend, boosting their record to five wins and no
losses. The Colby Mules ran against Tufts University,
Amherst College, and Bentley College at Franklin Park
in Boston on Saturday, with freshman Rob Edson
leading the team once again with a third place overall
finish.
Coach Wescott told the boys to "fight for places," and
they did. Edson was third in 25:32 for the five mile
course. Junior, co-captain, Todd Coffin was five
seconds behind for fourth place; freshman Terry Martin
was seventh overall in 25:44- junior co-captain, Kelly
Dodge was ninth in 25:53, and the fifth man for the
team, freshman Andy Sheehan, was seventh overall
with a time of 26:20. These top five combined for .the
winning score of 40 points, which bested Amherst's 47,
fifteenth ranked in New England Bentley's 56, and
Tuft's.75.
,
Colby 's sixth through eleventh runners were: Freshmen Tom Pickereing in 19th place, Art Feeley in 21st,
Dave Bell in 26th, Robby Baldwin in 34th, senior Greg
Hancox in 37th, and freshman Paul Doyle wrapping'it
up with 39th place.
The Mule runners will be facing Bowdoin College of
Brunswick on the hilly home course this Saturday.

It Up

(Photo by
Todd Lachinan)
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Ruffbv roll s over Bates 33-0
*^S

by Jim Levy

mt

As dawn broke Saturday
on Runnals field, it was
more than just the start of a
new day, it was the dawn of
rugby. A new chapter in
the book of rugby history
was being written as Colby
opened it's 1981-82 season,
repulsing Bates in a 33-0
debacle.
The team that took the
field Saturday was a highly
modified and over-hauled
model of the infamous 1980
rugby team that uses such a
dominant force on the

"

^1

eastern seaboard. Captain
Joe "Happy" Noel had his
work cut out for him
rebuilding this year's squad
after losing 9 starting
players due to graduation.
However, Noel showed he
was up to the task when
Colby buried Bates in the
manner that it did.
This year's scrum, or
forwards, had some big
shoes to fill because last
year's forwards were so
dominating
omnipotent,
every .team they faced.
This year's group did an
adequate job of winning the
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iaceoitSi or scrumdowns in
rugby lexicon, and supporting the backs. It's a
a young unit, having only
played together for a few
weeks. Many of the players
are still wet behind the
ears.
Newcomers Jim
O'Grady and Ogden White
joined
veterans
Bob
Benjamin , Jim "Jim-thehooker" Levy, Digger Dog
Dougherty, Jon Schwartz
and Rich Rosen in what was
the 'A' scrum.

The backs
although
losing a few veterans to
graduation returned a core
of talent and almost ran at
will during the game.
Behind the leadership of
BuzzBomb Marcus and
Terry "the pie-enforcer"
i Mulvey, the backs racked
'up 27 points by half time.
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20% OFF ALL CAMPING EQUIPMENT
$5 OFF COWBOY HATS

DOWNHILL & X COUNTR Y SKIINC
PACKAGE DEALS
BEFORE THE SNOW FALLS GET EV
SHAPE WITH ROLLKA GRASS SKUS
10% DISCO UNT WITH COLBY IJ >.
¦
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A REPRESENTATIVE

OF THE FUGUA

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS WILL BE ON
CAMPUS TUESDAY , OCTOBER 6, TO

DISCUSS THE DUk!e MBA PROGRAM .

INTERESTED STUDENTS MAY OBTAIN
FURTHE R INFORMATION

BY CON-

TACTING THE CAREER PLANNING
OFFICE.

PHONE
MUi™ 453-2234
*** Z ™
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Women runner s
improve times

ISdultE

20%-50% OFF SKI EQUIPMENT
DISCOUNT ON SKIWEAR WITH
PURCHASE OF SKI EQUIPMENT

167 MAIN STREET
FAIRFIELD , MAINE

Those making the A-team
this time around were
fast, Chip Rooney, Andy
and
John
Brown,
Having a
McManimy.
particularly excellent day
was Ian "the diminutive
dynamite" McCormick who
was both an offensive and
defensive threat.
The Colby Ruggers played
solid, smart rugby and
hopefully can keep the
nucleus together this year
to dominate as they have in
Tommorrow's
the past.
stars, the B-team, fought a
valiant battle against the
Bates B's but regrettably
went down in Flames.
This Sunday be sure to be
on hand to see Colby host
perrennial
powerhouse
UMO for the grudge match
of the season. Sunday - 1
P.M.

The women's crosscountry team was very
enthusiastic about the
brilliant weather Saturday,
and they responded with
universal improvement of
times. Each Colby woman
bettered her personal best a
minute to a minute and a
half running the . same
course as last week. The
meet was against Bates and
Bowdoin with Bates taking
first and Bowdoin only
beating Colby by 17 points.
Anne Cullenberg once agiain
took first for Mules. ' She
placed second overall with a

]

's Deli I
Jh NextCubby
to Hamlin 's Beverage Barn \\
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NY STYLE FRESH DOUGH PIZZA

|

5 Mon-Thurs llam-12pm Fri&Sat llam-2am fc|

8 50s OFF ANY 1 PIZZA WITH THIS AD i
! FOR FAST SERV ICE CALL AHEAD !

8 •Wi ll Deliver *
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time of 22.04.
Debbie
Lindberg finished next for
the team with an overall
place of ninth . Margaret
Wimmer ( third for Colby) \
and Debbie Scanlon ( fifth
for. Colby) both improved ;
their precious times by 45
seconds. Fourth for the :
team was Roberta Bloom
with a time of 24.53.
Rounding off the top 7 were
Melissa Carperos, improving her time by 51
seconds
and
Jamie
Mackintosh who had not run
last week.

873-5842

8

Kennedy
4
drive
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Tennis
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J.
Carson's enthusiasm has
been rewarded by top-notch
bj Kathy Soderbcr g
play by the whole team.
Last Wednesday, Colby
Women's tennis is gaining defeated Bates by a score of
confidence and expanding 7-0. In first singles, Maura
¦heir undefeated record as Shanghnessy defeated her
he season progresses. The opponent Steffani Catanese
Mules have a lot of potential 6-0.6-1 In second singles,
this season, much of which Sandy Winship outlasted her
is based on the fact that the opponent Pamela French
team is under the direction after a grueling three set
of Colby 's new racquet match, 9-6, 6-4, 6-2. In third
sports coach, Laura Carson. singles, Janey Reimer
i

'¦
¦

-

L

played an equally conv
rnendable 3-set match and
eventually triumphed over
Bates' E ileen Connors by a
score of 6-2,2-6,6-3. Senior
co-captain Ellen Huebsch
defeated Kate McDonald in
a quick match , 6-2, 6-2. In
Ka thy
singles,
fifth
Soderbexg defeated Bates
opponent Jennifer Cogan by
the score of 6-1, 6-3.
Play ing in first doubles
for Colby were Martha Oaks

. '

I PLAY

\
Field Hockey

by Dede Galvln

The fall season of "I Play - ' Intramural sports has
begun and, according to Intramural Sports Director
Gene DeLorenzo, there is a lot of enthusiasm for this
year 's program. Participation is up from last year and
there is also a noted increase in Co-ed team sign-ups. In
"I Play " sports students have the chance-to get out and
have fun playing on a team without the committment
involved in a varsity sport. The main objective of most
teams is to have some fun together and, hopefully, to
win one of the coveted "I-Play " t-shirts along the way.
A. new deposit system is being used this year whicn
should cut down on forfeits. Under the new system a
team which forfeits more than one game will be expelled from the league and will lose its deposit money.
To enter the league each team must pay a $20.00
deposit. $10.00 of this will be returned if the team
completes the season, and the remaining $10.00 will be
used to cover the costs of new equipment and of the
championship t-shirts.
The soccer league has the most participation by far
with 350 students making up a 17 team roster. Two
divisions of competition will be run. The A division
consists of mostly fraternity teams and the B division is
all co-ed. Each team has a six game schedule and will
receive two points for a win and one point for a tie. The
top four teams will enter the playoffs to begin on Oct.
22. Soccer commissioner Keith Wilson noted one change
in determining team standings. If mere is a tie between
two teams the team*with the "least goals scored against
them" will be awarded the higher playoff standing. .
The touch football league this year is made up of 100
students participating on 7 teams. Football commissioner Bruce Shain is looking towards a better
season this year because of the institution of the new
deposit system. Last year the league had numerous
forfeits which hurt the competition. Each of the teams
is scheduled to play six games during the six week
season which ends Nov. 3. The top four teams will enter
the semi-finals, with the first place team playing the
fourth place team and the second place team against the
third .place team. The winners of these games will face
each other in the finals to be held on Nov. 6.
The volleyball league also held its first games of the
fall season this week, with 70 students playing for 5
teams. Participation in the league is down from
previous years. "We didn't get as many teams as we
wanted , but we're looking forward to t he season,"
commissioner Arthur Jackson commented. The competition in volleyball should be interesting, however.
There are 3 co-ed teams, one all-female team and one
all-ma le team on the roster. Each team will play eight
games and the top four teams will enter the Oct. 29
Playoffs, Volleyball playoffs will be run the same as the
i other two league playoffs.
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GAME PLACE
Dana field

GAME TIME
3:30 , 4:30

Football
Field across
road from lib.
3750

SPECIAL S

Volleyball

Thursd ay Night : Spa nakopipa with rice p ilaf
& green salad
$6.50

Field house
(b asketball gym)
6:30, 7 :30

Friday Nig ht:

Baked stuffe d haddock with.
baked po tato
$6*75
Saturday Nig ht: Lasagna with ga rlic bread
.
$6.50
.

Spri ng

10% discount
Tuesday Nig ht: Colby College Nig htSemester in Enjoy
Crepes Manicotti with brown rice before tlie movies!
$6.25
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The team travels to
Vermont this weekend to
face St. Michael's College
and
the
on Friday
University of Vermont on
Saturday .

Women's Soccer

Oct. s

I
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1981 and is also capable of
retaining the Maine State
If
the
Championship.
women keep up their
present level, no one will be
surprised.

victorious. The score last
Saturday was 7-0 in Colby's
favor, all matches were
won with relative ease.
the
second
However,
doubles team of Lucier and
Lund had the most competative match. They
defeated their opponents
after two hours df play by
the score of 64. 6-4.
Coach Carson feels that the
squad is capable of
remaining undefeated in

The Week hi Sports

season opens

\ "¦ •

and Jennifer Swanson. They
easily defeated their opponents Pam Bowers and
Sue Fairbank 6-1,6-2. In
second doubles, the freshman team of Kate Lucier
and Sarah Lund won their
match against Megan Skelly
and Sue Smith 6-3, 6-1.
The Mules traveled to
eastern Massachusetts this
past Saturday to challenge
Stonehill College. Once
more, the Mules were

4 M-in Street Oakland , Maine
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-ij —Fr om the Editor...— Letters
Don't miss upcoming perfo rmance
Let's Get It Together

length of a strip, cross a If you only get to one
rotary and a bridge, when show all semester, make it
On October 9th, one of the you reach a second rotary ^ this one!
major theater pieces of this beyond the bridge you will
decade is coming within 16 be there: a three story pie- Dick SeweH
Director of Dramatics
miles of us: the National slice brick building.
Theater of the Deaf '
production of Gilgamesh. If Commenta ry
you have any interest in i
drama, in dance, in an- (
thropology or social history , ]
this production is for you. j
conquest
of !
If
the
by Haluk Gokhart Nural
limitations fascinates you, i
be it of the physical hanI am back to Colby after ' nine months. Memories
dicaps of some of the come alive once more as 1walk in the familiar paths, sit
performers, the limits, of on the same desks, see the people I heard before, feel
what a stage performance the souls I worshipped before. I am back to Colby that
can be, this is for you. If determined four years of my life, and will draw most of
adventure the rest of my future :. 3t was me again two years
and
myth
fascinate you, this is for ago, when I came back, scared of my surroundings, I
you. October 9 -aFriday - met a giving, loving soul as my professor who guided
at 8 p.m.
me out of darkness into the brightness of eternity. Now,
Cony High School in when I ever see eternity, I feel him as a breeze in my
Augusta (the auditorium ears that makes me trembling with spiritual ecstasy.
being used) is easy . to. find.
A child comes to a new land, out of his home for the
Go down 95 to the second first time in his life, worlds away from his home, trying
Augusta exit (last exit to find a nest and a warm wing to cover him . The child
before tolls), turn off the needs compassion, the child needs company, the child
turnpike toward Augusta needs all kinds of spiritual motions; he looks for one to
and simply go straight respect, one to feel, one to love. "Yet he is in an enahead. You will run the vironment where love is suppressed and can't get out of
poems, where emotions, feelings are denied in the name
of privacy, individualism, The child knows how to deal
with sickness, with health, with the bright sun and even
with death, yet it's so difficult to live without the sacred
emotion of love. He writes, for the dusty shelves to keep
To the Editor :
his tears till eternity ; he talks, for some people to
I must admit that it was ridicule his tone of bitterness in front of an unlived life.
A movie, plays in his school when the characters, who
very nice of the English
Department to 'show the portray the intensity of his feelings, are only mocked at
parents by the audience even during the last scenes of their
upperclassmen's
what their children's tuition human comedy, or tragedy if it can be called. The child
is actually paying for in the grows mature, as the audience loses its humanity.
At last, the man finds love - love so eternal, love so
form of their overwhelming
attendance at the reception intense, love so meaningful. He is in the heavens now,
and he can reach all the beloved ones who passed away.
on Saturday.
Events follow events as the night and the day; a
period . of separation ends in happy reunion.
Randolf Scott
How nice it is to be back to a place where one can call
home! The familiar faces, accustomed values, fresh
air, beloved memories -. all meet him in love.
Everything seems so different, so much better. Here are
the trees that he always dreamed of, here is the tower
that he always thought he could reach to heavens iwth if
he could once reach the top. Here is the same rain,
same smell of the earth, same songs of the birds; yet
they, are different , so j nuch better. He is not alone
signed
be
must
All letters
and submitted by Monday anymore; he knows he loves the only one to be loved.
evening. Names will be • nut , alas, a movie plays in his school as soon as he
withheld upon request, but returns. The characters in the movie portray the inthe author 's identity must tensity of his feelings toward his environment, his
be known to the Editors. friends, his love. In one kiss in that movie lies all the
The Colby ECHO reserves pureness, all the innocence, all the ^ magnificence • of
the right to shorten any commitmV'..?' ' to love. In the death of one innocent
letter. If we receive several child , one victim of society, lies the whole purpose of
letters concerning one topic life. In that innocent child's endeavors to be a friend .of
of interest, we may print someone, to be treated as a human being by someone
only a representative letter.
, • con ti nued on p. 15
The

To

C olby 's social calendar is currently a haphazard amalgamation of

dances , parties , concerts and other events , thrown together by several [
organizations.
different
student
!
The IFC Social Clu b has traditionally played the largest role ,;
holding parties at fraternity houses virtually every weekend. The StuA Socia l Life Com m ittee also plays a big part , using Foss Dining Hall
and Wadsworth Gym as its primary locations for activities. In ad- !
dition , the Stu-A Cultural Life Committee , the Coffeehouse Com-:
mittee and individual dormitories also contribute to the a m o u n t and j
scope of entertainm ent offered to Colby students .
Last year , hundreds of dollars were spent to sponsor poorly- j
attended events . On several occassions , expensive bands played in j
the gym to crowds numberin g well under 100 students scattered ;
across the basketball court. "U sually the reason for the low-show rate :
was a Dana pyramid party or a D eke mixer or some other ev ent ,
unf orseen when the band was hired.
What is clearly needed , whether or not the proposed Residential
Life Council , another socia l-orien ted group, is incorporated , is a
committee consisting of members from every campus group concerned with , soc ial affairs. By coordinating social events , such a
committee would elim inate monetary waste on unwisely scheduled
activ ities. It could also establish a fuller and broader socia l life by
providing a forum for com m unications for these groups to discuss
ideas and plan joint ventures when a particular event is beyond the
means of a single organization. It is time for Colby organizations to
work together for a change; to brid ge the senseless factionalism and
prejudice that separates the campus and to work for the good of the
community .
entire
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Alcohol p olicy, Pa rt II: What to do?

This summer our family was confronted -with the
formidible task of "house training" our newlyacquired puppy. Everyone was full of super ideas,
For days we
at least talked as if they were.
engaged in- forceful family debate - nothing like
you see on Eight is Enough.
Finally-, my 15 year-old brother took center stage
one night, and proposed a plan - something he had
read or heard from a friend. I forget the gory
details , but it evolved around daily newspapers.
At any rate, I found the plan particularly ridiculous.
"That's particularly ridiculous,*'I said.
"Hey," snorted my brother (who , by the way, is
frighteningly close to my size and strength) "you
got a better idea?"
His plan went into effect almost immediately.
The moral ,or the story? Put your mind where
your mouth is, or keep your mouth mum.
So, in the hopes that last week's commentarywill
not be dismissed as merely a truculent venting of
personal frustrations, I'd like to delve further into
the issue of the new college alcohol policy.
The controversial new alcohol policy on this
campus has one devastating flaw, and that is that it
is inconsistent with its own professed goals. In
rationalizing the policy last week, outgoing
Associate Dean of Students Pat Chasse cited the
administration 's ultimate goal as "creating an
atmosphere of minimal pressure, especially for
freshmen."
I think you would be hard-pressed to find a
hundred people on this campus -who are not in favor
of "minimal pressure." It is justified, it is
reasonable, and it is something we should strive for.
What people are not in agreement oh, however, is
how this atmosphere is to be created.
The new policy of multiple bureaucratic obstacles
and scare tactics is not a movement toward the
goal of minimal pressure - in fact, it may be a
definite step backwards. The college students'
desire for alcohol, which collectively create the
"social pressures " we are talking about, will not be
abated by simply screaming "No!" \Ve are not
cats or dogs that can be dissuaded from
misbehaving with a harsh, low, - authoritative
"shoo!" or "scoot! On the contrary, vie are very
likely to respond with a harsh, low, indignant "go to
hell!" So, the policy will fail in its purpose - to
reduce social pressures. What it will do is antagonize those pressures by creating resentment
from students who view the administration as
repressive, and who will be in constant search for
or outright defy its restrictive
ways to circumvent
'.
policy. • ¦•¦
What we have here is a misperception of the real
problem. Like the policies of so many administrations on all levels • federal, state, and local
- this policy attacks the symptom of the disease
rather than the disease itself. Security director Ken
Gagnon concluded last week that there is "a great
deal of,social pressure that you have to drink" on
this campus. Too, much drinking and too much
pressure to drink - this is how the administration
defines the problem.
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But isn't there a reason for these enormous social
pressures?
Assuming, as the administration
evidently does, that this is not merely a
manifestation of the "normal" pressures which
exist in / the "real" world, isn 't there an underlying
problem - a Colby-related problem?
1 think so...it is the gross lack yof attractive
alternatives. Students are funneled into the bottle
every weekend because there is simply nothing
better to do.
Granted, drinking will occur on weekends on this
campus as on any college campus in this country even if there are non-alcoholic opportunities. But
these opportunities are not given a fair shake.
Historically, occasional attempts at non-alcoholic
events have been miserable failures - total flops .
Why? Because they are not given enough support,
financial and otherwise. They are perceived as
sporadic and only half-serious. Result? An attendance tally of seven.

-organize weekend or single-day field trips to the
Maine coast, Acadia, Bar Harbor, Belgrade Lakes,
Sugarloaf , etc.
-organize more frequent residential forums,
concerts
Different avenues can be explored enroute to
implementation of these and similar ideas.
Presently, the social life here rests on the efforts of
the IFC, the Cultural Life and the Social Life
organizations (the Residential Life Council appears
to be in limbo.) Efforts - and money - can be pooled
or separated. All this will (or can be) discussed in
committee chambers in the coming weeks.
This issue is not a dead horse...yet. In fact , this
is as good a time as any for careful examination
and reconsideration of this policy. Early next week
security director Ken Gagnon , Dean Janice Seitzinger, and Dean Earl Smith will meet with the
Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) to discuss its future,
and its relationship to the alcohol policy. Next
Wednesday the Student Affairs committee will
convene to discuss, among other things, the future
of the Residential Life Council and the proposals of
last spring's Better Alcohol Responsibility (BAR )
task force. Conference room, second floor Roberts
Union (hint : it will be moved upstairs if it gets too
crowded ) , at 7:30. Be there.
It appears that the time is now - or maybe
never...

ssn

9 Nural

Non-alcoholic social alternatives are against the
societal grain, and therefore must be attractive,
and
. must be offered regularly in order to be
considered viable. Students have to want to attend even if it means leaving a frosty, untapped keg.
Only then will the pressures begin to be alleviated.
So the policy 's approach is leading in the wrong
direction. Instead of' attempting to pull in the reins
on alcohol consumption, it should attempt to create
an atmosphere of voluntary constraint. Yes,
students should more or less be required to adhere
to Maine state laws. But the substantive direction
of the policy should be toward the establishment of
realistic, attractive, well-supported non-alcoholic
functions.
Sortie suggestions:
-extend field house hours on weeknights and
weekends, providing the opportunities for "athletic
parties," dorm tournaments, pick-up games, etc.
-expand and provide more support for the coffeehouse
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lies the human comedy, or tragedy if you wish. He
cries, yet the audience laughs and laughs and laughs.
He is disappointed, yet the audience still enjoys the
cheap thrills ;of one loving touch. The lonely crowd
moves farther and farther away, as he, with no chance,
tries to stop it, and he fails.
* I am back to Colby after nine months. Memories
come alive once now as I walk along the familiar paths.
Are those the
same birds singing, are those the same
1
I
bells tolling? realize I am not in the unknown. It was
me again a year ago today, learning to make a'subjective choice between "Socrates unhappy and Pig
happy" for Mofal Philosophy. It is still me who walks
over the bridge under which the highway flows, with
cars going to an unknown destination. In a cloudy,
rainy night, I see a point of brightness - that must be
eternity . I'm so happy to be back to a place where I
feel comfortable. Although I want to walk toward that
point ahead, and want to see it from near, or maybe
even touch it, I decide to go to a movie first, which I
heard was very meaningful. Then I can get out, and tie
more inspired to enjoy eternity,
>
The movie starts and ends; it's not the same world
any more, eternity is lost, rain is everywhere, clouds
are all over, heavens are not visible. I feel hopeless, I
want to complain, 1 want to seize the sun, but I get
frustration only as my community disappoints me once
more with its coldness. I can't be a member of such a
lonely crowd because I still love with all my heart.
And they say this is "Rebel Without a Cause."

by Line
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Pine Tree Triatholon at Colby Oct* 11
"a lack of publicity," Leavit and a team from New York
noted t h at " only two teams City will also compete. "

Colby fieldhouse and race 20
miles norm through Fairfield Center to the Kennebec Banks rest area on
Rt. 2 just east of
Skowhegan.
From this
point the team's 2 canoeists
would sprint 8 miles down
the Kennebec river to the
Hinckley Bridge. From the
bridge, the first runner
would race approximately
5.6 miles to a relay station
where the second runner
would take over and run the
remaining 6 miles to the
Colby football field.
Although the first Great
Pine Tree Triathalon held
last October was a success,
the event's director Dick
Leavit expressed the the
need for more participation-particularly from Colby
students.
Attributing a
great deal of the problem to

by Chris Carmosuio
If you enjoy running,
bicycling, canoeing or just
the idea of taking on a great
challenge, then the 2nd
Annual Great Pine Tree
Triathalon is an event for
you to enter or watch. The
Triathalon, which will be
held Sunday, October 11
rain or shine, is sponsored
by the Waterville Chamber
of Commerce. All proceeds
collected will be donated to
the Pine Tree Society for
Crippled
Children and
Adults.
The Triathalon is a relay
of
consisting
race
bicycling, canoeing, and
running. For a typical five
man team, a race would go
something like this: the
bicyclist would start at the

out of the thirty-eight that
entered the triathalon in
1980 were from Colby."
Publicity has been a
major concern for this
years Triathalon.
Four
radio
stations . are
promoting the event and
there is a possibility that a
film crew will cover some
of the action. .
The
Triathalon Committee has
also sent entry forms to all
fraternities on the Colby,
Bowdoin, and UMO campuses. As a result of this
year's increased promotion,
Leavit expects that ''between 100 and 150 teams will
enter, including at least 10
teams from Colby." Leavit
also mentioned that this
year "teams from all over
New England will be racing

For those who are really
insane and-or .superhuman ,
you can enter as a one-man
team. Last year two people
completed
the
entire
Triathalon individually! All
people interested in entering the Triathalon should
fill out an entry form on or
before Saturday, October
third. Entry fees are $25.00
per- team and $10.00 for
individual entrants. There
will be an extra fee of $10.00
per team and $5.00 per
individual for any entry
forms
received
after
October 3rd. Entry forms
can be" obtained at any
fraternity. For any other
information contact the
Waterville Chamber of
Commerce. (873-3515).
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